A microcomputer crate controller has been developed for use in CAMAC based instrumentation, control, and data processing systems at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Cen-
Introduction
Intelligent CAMAC modules, capable of programmable data processing and control tasks, are very useful in many systems applications. The availability of powerful microprocessor circuits and low cost semiconductor memory has spurred the development of a variety of such modules. At the device or single-function module level, the microprocessor may be used to 
Serial Port Interface
An asynchronous serial IO port to the microprocessor is implemented with a UART and two FIFO buffer functions.
The port may be used to connect a teletype (TTY), a CRT terminal, a modem, or a custom serial branch of a multicrate system. A mode and transmission control logic allows the following selections by means of a front panel thumbwheel switch:
Port ON/OFF; Serial Branch Mode: -at full speed; -at partial speed; -with/without error checking; TTY Differential Line Mode at 4 standard baud rates; TTY Single Line Mode at 4 standard baud rates. Full transmission speed is 12.5 K baud which results in a 1K rate of 8-bit words. All standard baud rates are crystal controlled and cover the range from 50 to 9600 baud. The processor 10 operations through the serial port require 8 ps per 8-bit word. The FIFO buffers allow block transfers of 64 words of data in each direction.
In 
Summary and Conclusions
A prototype module of the CC80 unit has been fabricated and is undergoing extensive tests. Design and development work is in progress on a modification of the serial port interface, a printed circuit board implementation of the entire crate controller module, and 2 types of memory extension modules to be used with the microprocessor extension bus. The modified serial port interface will utilize a 200 K baud UART to provide a corresponding full speed data transmission rate in the serial branch mode. The two memory extension units will be single-width CAMAC modules with 24K words of RAM and 48 K words of EPROM respectively.
The flexibility of the CC80 module is demonstrated in the 3 different general system application examples shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.
In stand-alone systems, CC80 is used as host computer and the serial port allows connection of an interactive operator terminal. In multicrate systems, CC80 controllers are employed to add distributed processing at the crate level.
The first proposed application of a CC80 crate controller is the new liquid hydrogen target control system shown in Fig. 9 . A single stand-alone CAMAC crate with a microprocessor crate controller monitors and controls the various transducers, detectors and devices of the hydrogen target. A CRT terminal with keyboard is provided for operator interaction. The estimated size of software is 4K words, with 2 K words devoted to the basic CAMAC operating system of the MP crate controller. 
